
 

Swim Manitoba Racing League 

Frequently Asked Question 

 
Q: Why change the meet schedule and create this Racing League? 

A: Children and adults have different needs. To develop optimally, any athlete must develop both his 
basic skills and his love for his sport. The Racing League was created, in collaboration with Swim Manitoba 
Coach Association, specifically to meet the needs of young and developmental swimmers. The purpose of 
the league is: 

1. To promote racing development in a fun and dynamic environment  
a. Provide more racing opportunities in less time  

 
2. To emphasize IM based teaching focus towards fundamental technical/racing skills 
development  

a. Technical skills: rhythm, streamlining, timing, kicking, breathing, and streamlined 
head/body position  
b. Racing skills: starts, turns, underwater kicking, race tactics  
c. Mental skills: race preparation, deep breathing, focus and concentration  

 
3. To provide an opportunity for technical, fitness and race event progression from short to 
longer events  
 
4. To develop developmental swimmers towards ManSask Championship qualifying  

 
Q: My child has their ManSaks standards. Should not they swim with the older ones instead of the 
Racing League? 

A: Yes and no. During a season, there are competitions with standards and other without standards. The 
swimmers that have standards for the meets with standards, like the PWI, ManSask, GPI, etc., will need 
to choose between both and we think that most of them will choose the highest level and that’s fine. But 
for the invitational meets without standards, the developemental and age group swimmers will be 
separated.  

Q: Does registering my 12-year-old to participate in the Racing League when they have their ManSask 
standards will not slow their development? 

A: No. Even if an 11- or 12-year-old swimmer has their ManSask standards, priority at this age should be 
focused on developing skills and techniques. Occasionally swimming in this league, doing 5 events in 5 
different swimming strokes and swimming at other times in more challenging competitions will be 
beneficial to your children's development. They will develop many more skills by being in contact with 
different levels of competition and occasionally reminding them, with the Racing League, that they still 
must focus on their skills first. 



 

Q: Can a swimmer swim in both circuits, racing league and age group, in the same season? 

A: Yes, a swimmer can swim in the Racing League and in other age group competitions with standards in 
the same season, but not on the same weekend. If on the same weekend, both competitions are offered, 
the swimmer must choose between both competitions. 

Q: Can a swimmer swim in both circuits, racing league and age group, on the same weekend? 

A: No. If on the same weekend, both competitions are offered, the swimmer must choose between both 
competitions. 

Q: What events will be offered in the Racing League? 

A: Many events will be offered to make sure that all levels of swimmers will find events for their 
development and be able to have a great progression. Here are the competition format and the event 
progression that will be offered in each racing league meet: 

Competition Format 

• Swimmers should be entered in 5 events (if able to perform it legally) 

o All 4 strokes and 25 underwater kick 

o Or 3 strokes, IM event, and 25 underwater kick 

• Mixed and senior seeded 

• Short Course only racing 

• All the 25m races will be judged with “Oops” instead of DQ 

Competition Events Program 

1. 25m Butterfly 
2. 25m Backstroke                
3. 50m Breaststroke 
4. 50m Freestyle                   
5. 25m kick 
6. 25m Breaststroke 
7. 25m Freestyle                   
8. 50m Butterfly 
9. 50m Backstroke 
10. 100m IM 

 


